Yr 9 Childcare Student Outline 2016

**Week 1** - Introduction- Expectations and Assessment details discussed.
- Effective use of Spelling list and Glossary outlined.
- Puberty and body changes

**Week 2** - Contraception Methods
- **ASSESSMENT**: Persuasive Writing Activity “Contraception is Women’s business…”

**Week 3** - Sexually Transmitted Infections - slide show and quiz

**Week 4** - Sexuality Cards activity
- Quiz on work to date
- Start Conception and Birth.

**Week 5-7** - Conception and Birth - signs of pregnancy
- Important Medical checks needed prior to pregnancy.
- Concepts of Fertilisation, Implantation, Development of the Embryo and foetus…
- DVD’s on stages of Birth
- Diet in Pregnancy - food to eat and those to avoid, Listeria infections, ways to prepare and store food safely.
- **ASSESSMENT**: Plan a meal for a Pregnant Mother - all paper work due end of Week 7 to cook in Week 8.

**Week 8** - FOOD PRACTICAL SESSION
- Preparation of dish, presentation and clean-up
- Self and Peer Evaluation
- Check and hand in Assessment.

**Week 9** - DVD’s on different types of Birth - vaginal, caesarean, forceps and vacuum assistance.
- Test in Week 11 - revision and catch up of any work not up to date.

**Week 10** - “Baby Food Analysis” Activity
- prepare and taste home-made versus commercially prepared baby food.
- Discuss Breast and Bottle Feeding
- **Assessment**: Debate - “Abortion is Murder”

**Week 11** - Written test
- Introduction to the Pre-Primary Activity sessions

**Week 12/13** - Students view lessons in the room they are designated to and get to know the students and become involved in the activities.
- Beginning of Week 13 students get their teacher to check the lesson they have planned.

**Week 14/15** - Students in pairs (one student takes the lead each week) present and then evaluate their lesson performance. Lesson Plans and Evaluation collected for marking.

**Week 16** - Prepare food order for a Children’s Birthday Cake. (Students supply the sponge cake and any additional decorations required, school provides all icing and limited decorations!)
- Student work out their Craft item to make for a baby…
Week 17- Students make a craft item for a baby e.g. a “bib” (students supply their own material)

Week 18-Birthday Party Cake Decorating- each student has ordered their decorative requirements and brought along a plain sponge.

Week 19- Complete Craft Activity
- Watch Children’s Video and completes an analysis.

Please be aware that the order of some recipes or activities may change due to school events, assemblies, sporting carnivals, guest speakers and public holidays. Your child will be notified a full week in advance of any such changes before they occur.

Thankyou
Trudy Devellerez